
Every year, when Fall comes around, pumpkins are 
everywhere! Before you pick one up from your local 
grocery store or pumpkin patch, they are grown on 
the vine during the hot months of the year. Pumpkins 
(like many other varieties of squash) originated in the 
southern part of North America. Today, they are grown 
on every continent except Antarctica! In the U.S., 

most pumpkins come from the states of Illinois, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
California.

You can germinate your very own pumpkin seeds, and if you live in a warm 
enough climate, you can even plant them in your garden! This activity is ideal for 
those extra mini pumpkins you might have lying around after your fall festivities and 
the decaying pumpkin shell is perfect fertilizer for the seeds we will be germinating. 
Pumpkins grow best in warm environments since they react badly to freezes. The 

seeds will germinate at temperatures above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, and they will germinate fastest at around 90 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Ideally, you should germinate your pumpkins indoors and only plant them outside after the last freeze of the 
year.

Step 1: Cut the top off of your mini pumpkin, as you would when you carve a regular pumpkin. You may throw away 
the stem and top or compost it to use it as fertilizer.

Step 2: If you are growing the miniature pumpkin seeds, simply fill your pumpkin with soil and water it. If you are 
instead growing regular sized pumpkin seeds, scrape the seeds out of the miniature pumpkin and discard or compost 
them. Then, place soil and about 4-6 regular-sized pumpkin seeds in the mini pumpkin shell.

Step 3: Water daily, making sure that the soil stays moist. Keep it in a warm place if possible, as the seeds will 
germinate faster the warmer the temperature.

Step 4: In about a week, you should start to see sprouts popping out of your pumpkin! This means that it’s time for 
planting (especially if you see roots starting to make their way out of the bottom). Place them in a large pot or directly into 
your garden, making sure that the sprouts are 
above the dirt line. Water them daily to begin 
your mini pumpkin farm!

There are a few reasons that we are 
germinating the seeds inside of the pumpkin 
shell. First off, disturbing a pumpkin’s roots 
can seriously damage the plant and hinder 
its growth. By germinating seeds in this shell, 
we are able to ensure that the roots stay intact 
when the time comes to transplant them into 
a container or garden plot.

The most important reason for using 
a pumpkin shell as our germinating vessel 
is all of the nutrients that it provides as it 
decomposes. As they rot, pumpkins release 
nitrogen (N), phosphate (P2O5), and potash 
(K2O), which are all key ingredients in 
fertilizer. Phosphate contains phosphorus (P), 
and potash contains potassium--the primary 
nutrients that many plants crave. This method 
allows us to create our very own cheap 
and organic fertilizer while also exploring 
the wonders of seed germination and plant 
development!

Pumpkin Patch PartyWhat You Will Need

Material Required:

• At least 1 mini pumpkin
• Knife or pumpkin carver
• Soil (ideally well-draining 
and fertile)
• A large container or 
garden plot for planting

Optional:

• Seeds from a large 
pumpkin

Tips for a successful patch
• Since pumpkins are vining plants, place them somewhere 
where they can grow outward or on a trellis/fence if you have 
limited space
• If you are growing in a container, use a very large one.
• Pumpkins are highly sensitive to frost, so consider waiting 
until after the last freeze of the year to plant them in your 
garden
• Avoid disturbing the roots of your pumpkin, especially when 
transplanting 


